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AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION LIBRARY BUILDING, CAMP CODY,
DEMING, NEW MEXICO, 1918

Camp Cody's central library building, measuring ninety-three by forty feet and
built with Carnegie Corporation funds at a cost of slightly over seven thousand
dollars, proved a popular destination for the camp's residents.

(Photograph courtesy American Library Association Archives, University of Illinois
Library, Urbana, Record Series 89hh9.)

Camp Cody Library
BOOKS FOR WORLD WAR I SOLDIERS

Lisa R. Lindell

"C

AMP CODY UNDER QUARANTINE PERHAPS THIRTY DAYS OR MORE LIBRARY

read the Western Union telegram sent by camp
librarian Clarence Wesley Sumner to the Library War Service on 9 October
1918.1 The influenza quarantine was just one of many challenges confronting
this World War I training-camp library. During its only year of operation, an
incoming tide of books, hot, dusty conditions, frequent staff turnover, and the
flu epidemic overwhelmed the camp's librarians. Despite these hardships,
contemporary accounts written by Camp Cody librarians reveal their resolute spirit and true pride in service. They enthusiastically ascribed to the
primary duty of helping to win the war. At times, this objective led to censorship and displays ofchauvinism. Also evident was the camp librarians' rather
elitist notion of what was worth reading. Such attitudes were by no means
unique to Camp Cody's librarians. Their nationalist and reforming impulses
clearly reflect the political, social, and cultural climate in which they lived.
Indeed, the efforts of the camp librarians to guide and elevate the reading
habits of the soldiers situated them squarely within the Progressive Era reform
movement. Progressivism, extending roughly from 1890 to 1920, emerged
ORDERED CLOSED"
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within the context ofrapid industrialization and urbanization, which in turn
was accompanied by increased crime and poverty. In the face of profound
social changes, reformers urged moral renewal, seeking to remedy social
problems and to regain a sense of stability and control. Librarians' reform
zeal manifested itself in their concern with individual and public literary
taste. Library historian Wayne A. Wiegand succinctly sums up the Progressive Era attitude toward reading: "Good reading begets good social behavior;
bad reading begets bad social behavior."z Suspicious of works deemed insubstantial, trashy, or otherwise objectionable, many librarians took upon themselves the task of directing readers to a "higher" level ofliteracy and censoring
books that failed to meet their moral and literary standards.
These reform efforts were especially prevalent during the closing decades
of the nineteenth century.) As the new century advanced, librarians' preoccupations with moral guidance slowly began to wane. Dreams of providing
cultural uplift were increasingly supplanted by a commitment to meeting
readers' demands. But, as Dee Garrison observes in Apostles ofCulture: The
Public Librarian and American Society, 1876-1920, elitist impulses were
"long in dying."4 In fact, the entry into World War I served to rekindle librarians' sense of mission. Governing their approach to war service was a deepseated faith in the public power and moral utility of print.' That the librarians
at Camp Cody shared this belief is borne out in their active concern over
what the soldiers were and should be reading.
Camp Cody, located near Deming, New Mexico, was one of thirty-two
military training camps constructed nationwide during the summer of 1917.6
Designed to sustain thirty-six thousand soldiers, the camp was constructed
between July and October 1917. Laid out in standard military fashion with
three main streets and eighteen cross streets, the camp contained nearly three
hundred mess halls; five large Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA)
buildings that offered recreational, educational, and religious programs; a
base hospital; and several thousand tents to house the men. The camp also
included a remount station equipped to handle and care for thousands of
horses and mules. Rifle ranges and other military activity fields dispersed
Camp Cody over ten thousand acres. Five miles of railroad, used for unloading men, equipment, and supplies, ran through the camp?
By the end of September 1917, nearly twelve thousand National Guard
troops from Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, and the Dakotas had disembarked
at Camp Cody. They belonged to the Thirty-fourth Division, which would
occupy the camp for the next eleven months. In October, the numbers
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COMPANY STREET. MILITARY ENCAMPMENT.
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POSTCARD OF WORLD WAR I MILITARY ENCAMPMENT AT CAMP CODY,
DEMING, NEW MEXICO, CA. 1917

The men at Camp Cody inhabited six thousand tents, described by the camp's
newspaper as "floored, framed, and equipped for electric lights, and for heating
during the cold weather."

(Photograph courtesy Marshall Memorial Library, Deming, New Mexico.)

swelled to more than twenty-two thousand with the arrival of troops inducted
into the National Army.s Camp Cody's men dubbed themselves the Sandstorm Division when their original nickname, the Sunshine Division, was
appropriated by the soldiers at Camp Kearny, California. The new name certainly described the weather conditions often afflicting Camp Cody, but the
Trench and Camp, one of the post's two weekly newspapers, applauded the
label for its symbolism as well. "There is the persistence of sandstorm, its
power, its overwhelming nature," the paper declared. "When it arises in its
might, even the most violent of men are subdued and seek shelter."9
Along with the troops flocking into Camp Cody and other camps in the late
summer and fall of 1917 came librarians. Preparations for American library war
service had begun shortly after President Woodrow Wilson's declaration ofwar
on 6 April 1917. Plans took shape under the direction of Librarian of Congress
Herbert Putnam and through discussions at the annual meeting of the American Library Association (ALA). Precedents for providing soldiers with library
services existed notably in Germany and England and, on a smaller scale,
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along the United States-Mexican border in 1916. This latter program, conducted by the YMCA in collaboration with librarians, furnished limited reading materials to the regular army and National Guard troops serving in the U.S.
Punitive Expedition into northern Mexico. 1O
With these precedents in mind, the War Department's Commission on
Training Camp Activities formally requested that the ALA supply reading
matter, library facilities, and librarians for the American military forces during the war. On 14 August 1917, this effort was set in motion by an affirmative
vote of the ALA Executive Board. In September, the ALA obtained a Carnegie Corporation matching grant of $320,000 for camp library buildings,
and that same month, the ALA Library War Service commenced a milliondollar campaign to put books and librarians in all the training camps. Despite
the necessarily hasty organization and implementation, the nationwide drive
easily surpassed its goal, raising a total of$I,749,706'31.11
The organizing librarian at Camp Cody was C. Henry Smith, library director at the University of Colorado in Boulder, who served from September
1917 until January 1918. As was the case at many of the camps, Smith inhabited interim facilities while awaiting the completion of the camp library
building. Initially based at the Deming Public Library, he moved into temporary quarters in a Camp Cody mess hall shortly before the new yearY By
the time the central library building was completed several weeks later, Earl
N. Manchester had taken over as camp librarian. He would remain at Camp
Cody for three months before returning in April to the University of Chicago,
where he headed the library's reference departmentY Brief terms of service,
ranging from a few weeks to a few months, were typical. Many camp librarians were on limited leaves of absence from their regular library jobs; others
departed after being drafted into the military. Fitting the national pattern,
Camp Cody's first librarians were male, middle-aged, and well educated. All
came from jobs in an academic setting. 14
In April 1918, William H. Powers, library director and English professor at
South Dakota State College in Brookings, succeeded Manchester as camp
Iibrarian. 15 During his tenure, Powers was proud to host Librarian of Congress
and Library War Service Director Herbert Putnam, who was touring the camp
libraries. After spending the day at Camp Cody, Putnam gratified the camp
with his assertion that the library "was excellently conducted" and compared
favorably with any other. 16 Powers served as librarian at Camp Cody until June
1918, when he was obliged to return to South Dakota to teach summer school
at the college. His review of his Camp Cody experience appeared in the South

Dakota Library Bulletin:
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Six weeks in camp removed all skepticism that might have lodged at
the bottom of one's reason as to camp libraries. Their use was
surprisingly great, the opportunity they afforded appreciated, and the
direct profit apparent to all. Skeptical officers had been heard to
declare that not fifteen men a month would ever be found in a library
but the circulation in the camp ran up to nearly 18,000 in one month
and the estimate was made that the patrons of the library numbered
150,000 monthlyY

Powers was clearly pleased to be serving a large number of men, a traditionally underserved population for libraries. His estimates for library patronage were undoubtedly high, but the camp library was certainly a busy place.
Library privileges were open to all those with a connection to the camp, including family members. The bulk of library traffic appears to have been
officers and enlisted men, however, although the Trench and Camp did report that a few officers' wives and the women working in the camp's reclamation department made use of the library. Powers described his routine:
Time was precious. Getting out of bed at 6:30, we made up the
circulation, then breakfasted, and opened shop at 8:00; the doors were
not closed until 10:30 at night; then it was almost always necessary to
give three warnings before we got the last reluctant boy started for his
ten t; he was willing to take the risk of being caught after taps. On
Sundays we took the luxury ofkeeping the door shut until 8:30, though
we often found the steps crowded with men. We aimed to get off at
least two hours every day or evening but this we could not always
accomplish and usually we were at hand if occasion called. When the
staff was full there were four of us at the work. It was an experience
one would not willingly miss. 18
Given his delight in the popularity of the camp library and his sense of mission in serving soldiers, Powers might well have agreed with the observations
of John Lowe, librarian at Camp Devons, Massachusetts. Contrasting the
camp library, filled as it was with male patrons, with the typical public library,
Lowe asserted that "there is a freedom in the use of the building not present
in a public library where women and children seem to scare off the men." He
promoted camp libraries as "[helping] to maintain the morale of the army by
keeping the men in camp, and by meeting their cultural needs," which, he
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insisted, were "high-brow." The camp experience, he concluded, "teaches
the library habit to many men who never used a library before, and develops
it among book lovers."19
The final two men to head the Camp Cody library shared this enthusiasm
for fostering the "library habit." Clarence Wesley Sumner, director of the Free
Public Library of Sioux City, Iowa, served from August 1918 until the onset of
the flu epidemic two months later. Edward Day was appointed acting camp
librarian in October 1918 after serving as an assistant since February. Hailing
from Eugene, Oregon, Day was an author and retired clergyman. He had previous library experience in Springfield, Massachusetts, under renowned librarian John Cotton Dana and at Fairmount College (later Wichita State
University) in Wichita, Kansas. 2o Day, like his predecessors at Camp Cody,
approached his duties from the perspective ofthe educated elite. Ever mindful of his position in the book world, he was inclined to show an affinity for
the officers and their literary tastes and was sensitive about his role as mere
acting librarian. In a letter to Malcolm G. Wyer of the Library War Service,
Day boasted of his friendship with the general and colonels of the Ninetyseventh Division, whom he described as "greater readers than were the men
of our 34th Division." He attributed his prestige with the officers to his being
"conversant with the life of the ancient East" and his having "published
much both in this country and abroad." Despite his provisional title and small
salary, Day declared that he was nevertheless proud to serve. "I have known
what it was like to draw $2,000 for ten months work;' he confided, "but never
have I got half the satisfaction out ofa term ofservice that [sic] I have out of this.
And I suppose my experience has been that ofmany of our A.L.A. workers, both
on the side of remuneration and that of richness of experience."21
The Camp Cody library staff bore out their pride in service by working
hard to generate good publicity. The librarians and assistants distributed
thousands of free postcards of the library building and "sentinel cards" that
advertised the library and its branches on one side and listed the Manual of

Interior Guard Duty's general orders for sentinels on the reverse. 22 During his
service as librarian, Clarence Sumner oversaw the preparation of several
slides that were used to promote the library at picture shows in Deming and
at the camp's Liberty Theater, Knights of Columbus Hall, and YMCA buildings. In a letter to the Library War Service, Sumner expressed his pleasure in
the library's popularity among so many young men. "It 'made a hit' with the
boys," he wrote after the debut of the first slide, "judging the way they cheered
when it was thrown on the screen."23 While at Camp Cody, Sumner also
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placed signs on library walls welcoming all to the joys of reading and enCOllfaging "high ideals of life and duty." One sign by the library desk was strictly
informational, however. "What is the AL.A?," it read. "It's the American
Library Association, with headquarters in Washington, D.C., and libraries in
all war camps; and in fact wherever our soldiers and sailors are stationed."
The inclusion of such a sign was expedient. ALA president Chalmers Hadley
acknowledged the relatively unknown status of the ALA in the early months
of the war, ruefully recalling being mistaken "on one sad occasion" for the
American Laundry Association 24
Camp Cody's two newspapers, Trench and Camp and Camp Cody Bulletin,
did their part to publicize the American Library Association by emphasizing
the quantity and quality of the camp's reading material and providing steady
coverage oflibrary activities. At the end of March 1918, Trench and Camp reported a "fine nucleus of nearly 18,000 well
selected volumes," a subscription to thirty-five
"leading magazines and periodicals," and fifty
different daily and weekly newspapers, many
of them from Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota,
and the Dakotas. Several articles about the
influx of books arriving at Camp Cody appeared in the May issues of Trench and Camp
coinciding with the second ofthe ALA's three
major book drives. The books were donated
from throughout the country, most notably
from California, Minnesota, and Iowa, and
arrived "in all states of preservation and in all
conditions of shipment," reported Powers.
"The great drive is on and Cody's AL.A library is receiving volumes by boxes and by
truck loads, by hundreds and by thousands,
until the librarians dream of being whelmed
or submerged in books," the 2 May paper
announced. "Thus the drive opens; but the
end is far away, and the heavy sea is seen

WILLIAM H. POWERS,
CAMP CODY LIBRARIAN

William H. Powers served as librarian
at Camp Cody from April to June 1918.

rushing in .... Judging from reports which
are coming in, it now seems likely that

one would not willingly miss."

if not 50,000, will come in during
the next few weeks."25

(Portrait taken from the South Dakota
State College Jackrabbit, 1937')

40,000,

He described his stay as "an experience
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A week later, the paper enthusiastically raised the expected total to sixty
thousand books and, on 16 May, reported "no signs of abatement." Some four
hundred volumes a day were placed upon the shelves of the central library
and in its branches at the Knights of Columbus and YMCA buildings. "On
a recent Wednesday," the article declared, "a four mule team was necessary
to bring to the Cody library one shipment of books sent by the people. Sioux
City alone sent 5000 books for the Cody boys, and Minneapolis insisted that
2000 of the many they gathered during the recent drive should be forwarded
directly to Cody."26
By June 1918, forty-one main camp libraries nationwide housed a combined
total of 1,051,693 books, approximately 65 percent ofwhich were fiction. Camp
Cody's library statistics were in line with the national numbers. A tally in March

1918 revealed that fiction accounted for 12,000 of the 17,600 volumesY In
public libraries of the period, fiction's dominance was even greater, typically
accounting for 70 to 80 percent of the circulation statistics. Librarians paid
close attention to these numbers, tending to greet decreases in the demand for
fiction with joy and increases with gloom. 18 This wariness toward fiction had a
long history in America, becoming more pronounced in the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries as mass production methods were improved and
Americans increasingly engaged in novel reading and writing. As Esther Jane
Carrier documents, contemporary literature- "even the novels themselves"regularly warned against the dangers of novel reading.29
Primarily from upper- and middle-class backgrounds and educated in a
tradition ofliterary conservatism, librarians were conditioned to be skeptical
of current fiction and popular culture mass-produced by Victorian America.
Motivated by the reform impulses of the Progressive Era, they were filled
with a desire "to enlighten, purify and elevate mankind" through literature. 3o
Library leaders were among cultural guardians publicly warning against the
menace of popular fiction. "Weak and flabby and silly books tend to make
weak and flabby and silly brains," declared Ainsworth Rand Spofford, librarian of Congress from 1864 to 1897. "To furnish immature minds with the
miserable trash which does not deserve the name ofliterature, is as blameworthy as to put before them books full of feverish excitement, or stories of
successful crime."3l Herbert Putnam was equally concerned about the deleterious effects oflight literature. "The mass of such is prodigious," he wrote in

1912, "and the danger from them the more serious from the very fact that they
are not obviously vicious, so carry no warning. They are insidious."32
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Coming out of the same tradition as these librarians, William Powers
shared their attitudes, although his judgments of the fiction at Camp Cody
were relatively mild by comparison. Later addressing the fiction read by the
men, he labeled it "not ofthe highest" quality and provided specific examples
of what was popular. "B. M. Bower is probably equal to Myrtle Reed," he observed, "though we must admit that we had an occasional call for Myrtle
Reed as well as Bower."33 He evidently preferred the works of Bower, a writer
of westerns who provided at least somewhat realistic descriptions of ranch life
in the early twentieth century, to the romantic, often formulaic novels of
Myrtle Reed. 34 Bertha Muzzy Bower's nom de plume, her initials, led many
readers to assume she was male; it is not known, however, if this played a part
in Powers's estimation of her writing.
Continuing his list of popular authors at Camp Cody, Powers identified
the "chieffavorites" as Edgar Rice Burroughs, Zane Grey, Jack London, and
Harold Bell Wright. Also in frequent demand were E.D.E.N. Southworth
and H. Irving Hancock. During his inventory of the camp favorites, Powers
noted, "Even laughter on the part of his mate could not deter a lad from his
choice of [Horatio] Alger."35 All of these authors' works fell into the category
of genre fiction. Burroughs was known for his Tarzan series, Grey for his
westerns, and London for his adventures in the wild. Wright's western novels typically featured self-reliant heroes and virtuous heroines. Southworth's
works, often tagged by critics as sensationalist, focused on wronged women
who ultimately triumphed over their adversities. Wright and Southworth
were both best-selling authors during their lifetimes, as were many others on
Powers's list. In 1918, in fact, Zane Grey's u.P. Trail was the nation's top-selling novel. Wright's The Eyes of the World -although fiercely attacked as a
"quack-novel" of "pious sentimentalism" and as a "mess of mildewed pap"
by Owen Wister in the Atlantic Monthly-had been the best seller of 1914.
Hancock and Alger were widely known for their popular boys' series books.
Alger's rags to riches stories, with their emphasis on self-advancement and
material success, were a special target for librarians' objections. 36
To the great delight of camp librarians, however, the soldiers' requests extended beyond fiction. Regular calls for technical and vocational information caused the circulation of nonfiction to outpace that of fiction in most
military camps. ALA records indicate that three-fourths ofthe books checked
out in camp libraries were nonfiction. The three most requested categories,
as Arthur P. Young notes in Books for Sammies, were technical works related
to military training, reference books about Europe, and personal narratives
of the war. 37
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The types of nonfiction read at Camp Cody generally conformed to the
average camp library. Deeming the call for nonfiction "much more interesting" than the demand for fiction, Powers described what was popular with
the Camp Cody soldiers: "First, in order of importance, were the military
books.... Second ... , if indeed figures would not show them equal to the
military books in number, were the technical works in engineering, chiefly
electrical, and auto engineering.... For the rest, the requests were as various as the individuals."lB Partiality toward nonfiction is notable in the Camp
Cody newspapers. In March 1918, the Trench and Camp boasted of "the extraordinarily large proportion of technical and scientific books withdrawn by
the enlisted men," and in April the paper assured its readers that the soldiers
spent their leisure hours reading "serious and informative volumes" including college textbooks and books on technical subjects. Continuing in this
vein, the 23 May Trench and Camp publicized the many books recently
purchased from the New York dispatch office of the ALA, touting the popularity of the technical war books, especially works on wireless communication, signaling, and aviation. "One instructor," the article noted, "took for his
classes the other morning 16 volumes on wireless and ordered as many more.
Anything the men need for their training is secured if it does not chance to
be upon the shelves. Nor are the books in foreign languages overlooked. The
latest addition here has been a fine lot of Bohemian books."l9
In yet another article highlighting the nonfiction choices at Camp Cody,
the Trench and Camp featured popular war narratives and other military
books lately added to the library: "As usual, the latest [Arthur G.] Empey
book, 'First Call,' leads the field in the newcomers. No one needs an introduction to the great Canadian whose fame became world-wide with the
penning of 'Over the Top.' Victor Duruy's 'Short History of France' is a simplified resume of France's trials in her struggle to retain the rights of liberty
against fearful odds, and brings the reader up to a happy prediction of ultimate victory for that martyred people." Among the other new arrivals at the
ALA library, the paper announced, were Cavalry ofthe Clouds, by Capt. Alan
Bott;A History ofthe Great War, by Arthur Conan Doyle; The Prisoner ofWar
in Germany, by Daniel J. McCarthy, "who escaped from the slave pen of the
Germans"; and Under Fire, by Henri Barbusse. 4o This last book, Barbusse's

Under Fire, would not be promoted by camp libraries for long, however.
Originally published in French as Le feu, the book depicted the daily lives
of French soldiers in the trenches with an uncommon degree of realism.
Upon learning that a German apologist, George S. Viereck, was serially
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publishing the book, the War Department sought and received the ALA's
cooperation in removing it from the camps.41
As the war progressed, the War Department, with the ALA's compliance,
succeeded in censoring a number of books. In September 1918, it released the
titles of eighty books and pamphlets banned from the camps mainly because
of their pro-German or pacifist sympathies. 42 The 21 September issue of Literary Digest included a partial list of these banned books along with a statement from the American Library Association. "More than 3,000,000 books
have been contributed thus far," the ALA report declared, "and it is, of
course, entirely possible that German propagandists have tried to slip their
work across to the soldiers and sailors through this means." But "a very careful watch is kept," the report hastened to reassure readers. "The working
personnel of the Library War Service is composed of trained librarians of
proved loyalty, and they are constantly on the alert against such insidious
attempts to corrupt our fighting men."43 Public librarians, caught up in the
war mentality, widely followed the camp libraries' lead, pulling from their
shelves those books found on the Army's banned-books index. Analyzing the
attitudes and actions of librarians during this time, Wiegand characterizes
the majority as either "afraid to confront an angry public insistent ona patriotic collection, or ... [looking] to demonstrate the intensity of their loyalty
to the wartime effort."44
With little discussion and indeed with some fervor, Camp Cody joined in
guarding against books declared objectionable. "Great care is necessary in
accepting contribution books," the Trench and Camp warned, "as German
propagandists have been tirelessly active in their efforts to get stories of German glory into the libraries."45 In at least one instance, however, a Camp
Cody librarian was among the few who dared to protest what they considered
overzealous censorship efforts. In the May 1918 issue of Public Libraries,
William Powers questioned the labeling of Sir James Headlam-Morley's The
History ofTwelve Days as pro-German. In Powers's opinion, the title's appearance on a list of proscribed books was a serious injustice. "I have kept watch
for some explanation or justification, or acknowledgment of mistake," he
wrote. "Since everyone else is silent, I rise for information."46 These occasional exceptions notwithstanding, the issue of censorship was largely accepted without debate.
Instead, the camps and their libraries publicly focused on promoting reading and its educative benefits. One such promotional piece appeared in the
4 March 1918 Camp Cody Bulletin. Maj. Henry M. Nelly, adjutant of the
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Thirty-fourth Division, addressed the camp's soldiers, asserting that "books
as well as bullets are going to help us win this war":
There is a peculiar reason now why we need the mental training a
library can give. There never was a war when mental alertness and
technical training were so vitally in demand. The problem of the
soldier is not only to fight but to fight intelligently. It is not only
physical agility that is wanted but the mental agility which shall guide
and control the muscles.... It is a war of experts, and the easy
confidence which the expert alone can feel in an emergency is the
result of high discipline alone.... An evening at the library will do far
more for your men than an evening at the 'movies' or in some pool
hal1. 47
At times, this belief in the power ofbooks resulted in other grand claims, such
as those made by Camp MacArthur's librarian in Waco, Texas. "The camp
library is a center from which radiate right ideals," he asserted. "It is serving
the cause of democracy and through it we are making a very large and a very
definite contribution toward the winning and the ending ofthis war."48 Camp
Cody librarians, who had faith in the moralizing and educative nature of
reading, would surely have concurred with this assessment.
Ensuring that the books actually got to the men could be a challenge,
given the great distances from one end of the camp to the other. The base
hospital, for example, was located at the western end of the camp, four miles
from the main library.49 Camp Cody, like all camp libraries, used a small Ford
truck to transport books within the camp. Badly worn and unreliable, however, the vehicle proved to be a chronic source of annoyance. In November
1918, librarian Edward Day recommended for his library assistant Roy
Shelley, "a neat, trim fellow" and "an expert autoist [who] can drive anything,
even our Ford." Certain that he had finally solved this problem, Day was
disheartened to learn that Shelley had just been court-martialed and found
guilty of petty forgery. The library made do without Mr. Shelley's assistance. 5o
To facilitate library access, branch libraries sprang up throughout Camp
Cody. By May 1918 more than twenty branches were in operation, and in the
following months, the library continued to establish new branches at a rapid
paceY Collections ranged in size from a few hundred to a few thousand
books. In addition to branches at the YMCA buildings, Knights of Columbus
Hall, and the base hospital, the staff maintained book collections at the
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THE LIBRARY'S FORD TRUCK PARKED IN FRONT OF THE MAIN
LIBRARY BUILDING,

1918

The library's worn and unreliable Ford truck often tried the patience of its
caretakers, but it nevertheless proved useful for hauling books and magazines
around the camp.

(Photograph courtesy of the American Library Association Archives, University of
Illinois Library, Urbana, Record Series 89hh9')

YWCA clubhouse, Hostess house, Jewish center, Red Cross house, and officers' clubs. The 127th Battalion even had its own branch. 52 While serving as
camp librarian, Clarence Sumner made a concerted effort to get the
branches in "proper shape," withdrawing worn out books, making a careful
check of the collection by shelflist, and ensuring that each YMCA building
had a separate room for its library branch. 53 The hospital's book collection was
one of the camp's largest, so in June 1918, Camp Cody acquired a hospital
librarian. In an unusual arrangement, Anne M. Mulheron of the Los Angeles Public Library was hired as a combination librarian and Red Cross hostess. Mulheron was the first female librarian at Camp Cody. In the camp
libraries, as indeed in libraries throughout the nation, men typically occupied the top positions although the library profession was overwhelmingly female. Women were not given the title of camp librarian or allowed to reside
in the camps until May 1918 and only then after much lobbying. 54
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The lack of accommodations for women presented a difficulty at Camp
Cody. When Earl Manchester had endorsed hiring a woman as hospital librarian in March 1918, he raised the issue of this obstacle but noted that
additions to the nurses' quarters were anticipated in the near future and suggested temporarily housing women in Deming. 55 Efforts to employ a woman
as an assistant at the central library failed. Acknowledging that "a young
woman trained for the work might fit in admirably," Edward Day reasoned
that the lack of a ladies' restroom in the building and of nearby living quarters made hiring female library workers impracticable. 56
Mulheron managed to secure accommodations at the camp's Red Cross
house, paying sixty cents a day for board. She remained at the Camp Cody
hospital until December 1918 when she was transferred to the tubercular
center for soldiers and sailors at Fort Bayard, forty miles to the northwest. The
Camp Cody hospital, she reported to Ernestine Rose of the Library War
Service, had eighteen wards, including three isolation wards, two pneumonia wards, and a mental ward. The hospital had a capacity of 1,349 but was
less than half filled during the summer months. Visiting from four to six
wards each day, Mulheron began her rounds at ten in the morning "after the
patients are pretty well settled." She continued: "After lunch I am usually in
the wards until 3 or after. The rest of the day and evening is spent in the library at the R.C. [Red Cross] house.... We are open until 10 P.M." She estimated the library collection at fifteen hundred books, the majority fiction,
with a growing nonfiction collection on loan from the camp's main library.
Mulheron's sense of literary and moral mission is evident in her letters.
Partial to "serious books," she was dismissive of fiction" of rather a light class."
"So far," she confided, "my experience has been that the sick men read very
light things. The only man who calls for very serious things is a religious
fanatic who said[,] 'If thy right hand offend thee, cut it off' and chopped it [his
hand] on both sides. He lies there on his back all day, reading his Bible and
the things I bring him. I visit him daily & it is rather a ticklish thing to choose
things for him." Complaining that "really good things hardly go at all even
tho I stop to tell the story and try to make them attractive," Mulheron observed that "most of the men want love stories, 'sweetheart books,' or stories
of adventure." Her list of authors popular in the hospital wards corresponds
with Powers's observations and with reading trends throughout the nation:
Zane Grey is altogether the most popular and I really need more of his
books. I have a pretty good collection of Beach and Bower and a shelf
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full of MacGrath & McCutcheon.... O. Henry is read to some extent
and H. B. Wright a great deal, while Myrtle Reed and M. R. Rinehart
always find someone to take them. I even carry Alger and Barclay once
in a while & always get rid of them. 57
A closer look at these authors provides insight into the types of books
discounted by Mulheron and eagerly devoured by the public. Fitting into
the category of "sweetheart books," or romances, were those by Myrtle
Reed, Harold MacGrath, and British author Florence Barclay. George Barr
McCutcheon, who wrote the Graustock fantasies, could likewise be categorized as a romance writer. Mary Roberts Rinehart, considered America's
most successful popular writer in the early twentieth century, was best known
for her mystery stories combining romantic, Gothic, and comic elements. 58
Among the "stories ofadventure" appearing on Mulheron's list were those by
Zane Grey, Horatio Alger, and Rex Beach, whose fictional settings ranged
from the Klondike to the Panama Canal Zone. O. Henry was widely known
for his short stories with trademark plot twists.
What all of these authors shared was mass appeal. Their popularity among
soldiers attested to the desire for escapist literature. In military camps, as elsewhere, the appeal of popular fiction undermined librarians' attempts to use
literacy to improve and educate readers. Increasingly, librarians bowed to
public demand. Mulheron, too, generally acceded to the tastes of the men,
with some exceptions. "I have only had to discard 3 books from the original
collection," she matter-of-factly informed Rose. "I may be a trifle prudish, but
I don't want the boys to have these from open shelves."59 Mulheron removed
Edith Wharton's Summer (1917), Gustave Flaubert's Madame Bovary (1857),
and Victoria Cross's Life's Shop Window (1907), all three of which deal with
sexual passion. In Summer, heroine Charity Royall is seduced and left pregnant. The action in Madame Bovary centers on the title character's adulterous relationships. Life's Shop Window celebrates sexual desire and activity;
the novel's heroine, Lydia, leaves her husband for another man. Mulheron's
act of censorship epitomized efforts of many Progressive Era reformers to
abolish socially objectionable literature. Assuming the role of moral guardians, they attempted to define appropriate personal conduct and literary
content.
The onslaught of the flu epidemic in Octob~r 1918, however, redirected
Mulheron's attention from policing literary standards and social morality to
nursing ailing soldiers. 60 Although a relatively innocuous version of the flu
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had afflicted many Americans in the spring of 1918, it struck with deadly force
in the fall. Estimates place the worldwide death toll at anywhere from twenty
to one hundred million; over half million Americans died, causing the average life span in the United States to fall by twelve years in 1918. Increased war
traffic accelerated the spread of the airborne virus, which infected approximately one-fifth of the world's population. Young adults were particularly
susceptible. Thirty-six percent of American soldiers and up to 40 percent of
the nation's sailors contracted the flu in 1918; more than forty-three thousand
servicemen died from it or from pneumonic complications. 61
The Camp Cody quarantine was declared on 3 October 1918. On that afternoon, the camp's commander, Col. Carl-A. Martin, personally visited the
library to give notice of the quarantine and to take out an armload of books.
He left orders that, as of 4 October, no books or periodicals were to be given
out or received. Librarian Day noted that, as word of the impoundment
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KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HALL LIBRARY BRANCH, CAMP CODY, DEMING,
NEW MEXICO,

1918

The Knights of Columbus Hall hOLlsed one of the many branch libraries
dispersed throughout Camp Cody.

(Photograph courtesy American Library Association Archives, University of Illinois
Library, Urbana, Record Series 89hh9.)
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spread that afternoon, 595 books were checked out, primarily by officers.
Unhappy with the prohibition and encouraged by Wyer of the Library War
Service, Day petitioned Colonel Martin to modify his orders. He requested
that the library be allowed to circulate books and then to destroy or fumigate
them upon their return. Day particularly wished to provide Mulheron with
periodicals and other literature for distribution in the hospital wards. After
conferring with the camp's chief surgeon, Colonel Martin agreed to let the
men in the camp access books but thought it best to prohibit any reading in
the library building. The library staff and troops alike eagerly welcomed
Martin's concession, which resulted in patrons checking out sixty or more
books each day campwide. Trench and Camp described how books returned
during the quarantine were left outside the library building where they were
exposed to sunlight and further disinfected at the discretion of the camp
surgeon. 62 On 7 November, Day updated Wyer on the situation:
During the time our building was closed some of our badly worn books
were taken to parts of the camp where newly arrived men were eager
to get them. In all nearly 1,000 books were thus given out that were
later to be destroyed.... Few of our old patrons of the library have
died but hundreds of the new men have succumbed to pneumonia.
Our branches have come under substantially the same rules as the
Central Library, save that they were allowed in some instances to admit
two or three men at a time to secure stamps. As some did not watch
theirbook shelves carefully a considerable number of branch books are
under suspicion, so that all or most of them as they are brought back
will have to be exposed for a time to sun and air. 63
Finally, on 21 November Trench and Camp announced that the quarantine had been lifted at 4= 50 P.M. the previous day and that "the Deming streets
have been a mass of troops ever since." By this time, the Armistice had been
signed and rumors of demobilization were circulating. On 5 December 1918
Trench and Camp carried the official order for the salvage and abandonment
of the camp with the exception of the base hospital. The demobilization
process was slow at Camp Cody and in many other domestic and overseas
camps. Calls for books, therefore, did not soon abate. During the quarantine,
the library staff had kept busy packing and shipping several thousand volumes to France, where the need for another five hundred thousand books
was deemed "imperative." Librarians sent books drawn from surplus stock
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including several thousand books donated by men of the Thirty-fourth Division upon leaving the camp in August. 64
With abandonment of the camp imminent, Day and his assistants focused
on the disposal of the library's entire collection. By mid-December, they had
packed up three quarters of the books. On 1 January 1919, Day reported that
eight hundred volumes had been set aside for Anne Mulheron now at Fort
Bayard; five hundred were destined for Fort Wingate located on the Navajo
Indian Reservation, and six thousand remained either in the camp or in Deming (in the Knights of Columbus recreation rooms and other welfare organizations). These latter books were all under the charge of Nelle A. Olson,
Mulheron's replacement at the hospital library and Red Cross house. 65
By far the largest numbers of books were sent to the ALA Mexican Border
Traveling Library Service. In the summer of 1918 the ALA established two
mobile systems for the troops stationed along the U.S.-Mexican border. The
eastern system, directed by Harriet C. Long, was based in San Antonio, Texas.
Ethel McCollough initially oversaw the other operation from El Paso; in
November 1918 Julia C. Stockett became director. The two centers supplied
books to dozens of outposts, rotating fifty to one hundred books to different
locations each month. 66 The Camp Cody Library presented Harriet Long's
border service with two thousand of its "choicest novels" and shipped over
sixteen thousand books (9Yz tons, as Day noted) to the El Paso station. In
February 1919, plans were finalized to transfer Camp Cody's library building
south to Camp Furlong near Columbus, New Mexico. Likewise the library
staff would repair the undependable Ford truck, provided that the service
could be done "reasonably," and then send the vehicle to El Paso. 67
Reflecting on his ten months at Camp Cody, Edward Day praised the
"character and ability" of the library staff and "the fine collection of books"
placed upon the library shelves, and noted with pride the reaction of an officer who "marvelled [sic] over the comprehensiveness of the collection."
Despite issues ofliterary taste and censorship compliance, the librarians at
Camp Cody were proud of their role in bringing books to soldiers. The guiding purpose of the Camp Cody staff was aptly expressed by Camp Devons
librarian John Lowe. "The aim and quality of the work," he declared, "is to
give through reading matter recreation, education and inspiration to all officers and men in camp, who desire to avail themselves of the opportunity.
All of this is for the upbuilding [sic] of the morals ofthe army, whose business
is war, and which appreciates anything contributing to the effectiveness of its
purpose."68
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Some librarians found inspiration in their camp service. Clarence Sumner, motivated by the "splendid work" of Cody's hospital librarian, established library services in Sioux City hospitals upon his return to Iowa and
became an advocate for hospital libraries throughout the nation. Similarly
moved by his experience at Camp Cody, William Powers declared the service of the American Library Association to be "even finer than any other
humane service rendered in the war, except that done by the Salvation
Army." He described the ALA's work as "positive, enlarging, [and] promotive
ofstill finer accomplishment in succeeding years- the years ofpeace that the
world still dreams may have been made more certain by the awful years of
conflict." Powers died in November 1936 and thus was spared the knowledge
that the peace of which he dreamed was short lived indeed. 69
Also fading in the decades to come was the moralist/reformist agenda of
librarians. As values shifted after the war's end and the close of the Progressive Era, librarians gradually abandoned their quest to control what the public read. Increasingly allowing patrons to decide for themselves, they even
began to reevaluate books they had previously regarded as immoral or inappropriate. In 1926, the A.L.A. Catalog finally added Madame Bovary to its list
of books recommended for public libraries, signaling the growing commitment to a freedom to read. 70 Gradually, too, librarians would begin to reevaluate their cooperation with wartime censorship/propaganda efforts. In
conforming to the government's restrictions, many librarians, like other professional groups during World War I, uncritically accepted these actions as
furthering the war effort. Librarians' belief in the profound influence of
books contributed to their compliance as well. Only later would they begin
to associate censorship efforts with the curtailment of democratic principles.
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